DISCOVER FREEDOM

Once you experience the freedom of working wireless, you never want to go back to the traditional handset. A Jabra PRO™ 9400 headset enables you to multi-task with maximum efficiency, switch between rooms and project groups, or simply work at your desk – while staying up to date and in control of your calls. And the future is secured with Jabra PRO™ 9400 headsets offering full UC compatibility. Check the chart below and decide which model suits you best!

Through its Jabra brand, GN Netcom is a world leader in innovative headset solutions. With around 825 employees and sales offices around the world, GN Netcom develops and markets a broad range of wireless headsets and in-car speakerphones for mobile users and both wireless and corded headsets for contact center and office-based users. GN Netcom is a subsidiary of GN Store Nord A/S.
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THE NEW GENERATION OF PROFESSIONAL HEADSETS
WITH TOUCH SCREEN CONTROLS!
These days business people spend less and less time at their desks. Working life is all about cooperating with different teams and involves frequent changes of location. To manage it successfully, you need to be in full control of your communications.

The award winning Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series headset is an indispensable working tool which helps you do this and, at the same time, increases your productivity! The new headset’s unique, compact, touch screen base can easily transmit calls from any device – desk, soft and mobile phones. It consistently delivers high quality sound up to 450 feet from your desk. So you can move freely between your office and meeting rooms, using just one headset for all your calls. Meanwhile, your hands are always free to check files, type and make notes if necessary.

Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series headsets are UC ready and support all major UC applications, preparing you for a smooth transition to Unified Communications now and in the future.
SHARPEN YOUR SENSES

Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series is the first office headset that combines DECT and Bluetooth® and integrates hearing, sight and touch to improve your communication. An exciting lineup of new benefits enhances the user experience.

Advanced audio technology gives you crystal-clear sound; DECT connectivity gives you a range of up to 450 feet with consistent sound quality; a flip up screen with touch interface puts call control at your finger tips.

HEAR ME.

SENSATIONAL SOUND QUALITY
Several state-of-the-art sound technologies enable the Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series to deliver unrivalled call clarity and safety. A dual microphone Noise Blackout™ system with advanced Digital Signal Processing practically eliminates all background noise, so your voice can always be heard clearly. Wideband quality ensures that the sound you hear is sharp, while SafeTone technology protects your hearing.

SEE ME.

SEEING IS BELIEVING
Sight is one of our most influential senses. That’s why we have equipped Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series headsets with a 2.4” color display that sets new standards for usability. With a simple touch of your finger on the intuitive screen you can adjust headset settings and get the status on your calls. No waiting for PCs in sleep mode. No messing with a mouse. For example, it can show callers’ phone numbers – or alert you if someone tries to reach you on your softphone while you are on a mobile or desk phone call.

STYLISH DESIGN AND ALL DAY COMFORT
Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series headsets’ stylish, discreet design is adaptable for different wearing styles that ensure a perfect fit all day long. As Unified Communications becomes the norm, users will be wearing their headsets for longer periods, making comfort more important than ever. Choose between a headband, neckband or try the unique Jabra earhook. All wearing styles allow for easy adjustment for use on the left or right ear.
CONTROL ALL YOUR PHONES WITH ONE HEADSET

Built-in Multiuse technology means all your phone calls come to the same headset regardless of which number the caller uses – desk, soft or mobile phones.

The Jabra PRO™ 9400 touch screen base unites your three phones (mobile phone via Bluetooth) and connects to your headset via DECT – a technology characterized by its reliable, long range capabilities. This extended range gives you the freedom to move without limiting your communication options.

Using intelligent technologies to limit signal power it consistently delivers high quality sound up to 450 feet from your desk, without compromising on the number of headsets you connect in your office space.

UPDATE FEATURES ONLINE

A Jabra PRO™ 9400 Series headset is a future-proof investment. Live Internet updates enable you to download the latest firmware, new functionality improvements and free drivers for the latest generation of softphones!
TOUCH SCREEN AND TOUCH SENSORS
No matter which device your callers try to reach you on, you can always answer just by tapping the headset button. The touch sensors and touch screen also allow you to adjust volume, mute or hold calls and even merge calls from different phones. That means you can start or take part in conferences from all your phones.

It’s easy to get started, too. A SmartSetup wizard on the touch screen guides you through the simple process of connecting phones and choosing preferences to get you started in minutes. Once you’re up and running, the screen’s colorful icons and intuitive menu system make call-handling a breeze.

*Jabra PRO™ 9450 does not have a touch screen base*